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Nangong Qianqiu looked at Samuel in scary. Didn’t he go to jail on behalf of the Han Jun? 

Samuel waved his hand. The man in black who had actually simply left was currently dead. 

When Nangong Qianqiu saw this, her face turned terribly pale. 

This was a specialist that she had found. She intended to go into Cloud Dragon as well as 

eliminate Samuel. How could it be? How could he die in the hands of this trash? 

If Yan Jun had actually not remained in her space, Nangong Qianqiu would certainly have 

actually thought that it was Yan Jun who had done this, but … yet Yan Jun was right beside 

her. 

” Nangong Qianqiu, how can you allow such a good-for-nothing kill me?” Samuel said 

coldly. 

 

Gritting her teeth, Nangong Qianqiu looked at Samuel as well as stated coldly, “I 

uncommitted how you eliminate him. Do you recognize what type of calamity you will offer 

the Hannigan family members if you break out of prison?” 

” A calamity?” Samuel sneered and also said, “Nangong Qianqiu, you’re the source of this. 

Why do you assume I want to head to jail on Han Jun’s behalf? And you still wish to kill me 

to prevent this from being discovered. Do you actually think I’m foolish?” 

Nangong Qianqiu was also vicious and unflinching, however she really did not think she was 

going too far. Because Han Jun could sustain the Hannigan household, he normally should 

not most likely to jail. Even if he slipped up, such a result should not be birthed by him in 

Nangong Qianqiu’s point of view. 

 

Since Samuel was a good-for-nothing, wasn’t it a matter of course to replace him? 

” Samuel, you’re a loser. Can you criticize any individual else? It’s your honor to be behind 

bars on Han Jun’s behalf,” Nangong Qianqiu said. 



Samuel laughed out loud when he listened to that. He can not think of exactly how lowly he 

was in Nangong Qianqiu’s heart. 

” Nangong Qianqiu, open your eyes as well as watch. That is the good-for-nothing?” Samuel 

turned around as well as will go out of the space. 

Seeing this, Nangong Qianqiu became nervous. If Samuel did not return to prison, the 

bigwigs of Cloud Dragon would most definitely be upset tomorrow. During that time, the 

Hannigan family would pay an agonizing rate for this issue! 

” Samuel, I will not eliminate you, however you have to go back right now,” Nangong 

Qianqiu stated. 

” Why do you assume you can regulate me? Do you desire me to die? Samuel did not look 

back. 

Nangong Qianqiu’s face was as red as a pig’s liver. She didn’t assume that she was 

outrageous. She did all this for the sake of the proceeded prosperity of the Hannigan family 

members and also for a much better grip of the Hannigan family. 

What was the factor of compromising a mere Samuel for the Hannigan household? 

” You’re bleeding from the Hannigan household. What’s the factor of making some 

sacrifices for the Hannigan family members?” Nangong Qianqiu said. 

” It’s not me that should be compromised. It’s him!” With that, Samuel strode off. 

Nangong Qianqiu barked in panic, “Samuel, where are you going? Return below.” 

” Cloud City allowed that genuine good-for-nothing understand, as well as let you know 

who is the genuine emperor.” 

Nangong Qianqiu gasped. At this moment, Samuel’s energy was so solid that also she felt 

remarkable pressure. 

She recognized that she might not enable Samuel return to Cloud City. Otherwise, the issues 

of the Hannigan family would be subjected. In addition, if Han Jun ended up in Samuel’s 

hands, the repercussions would certainly be unthinkable. 



” Yan Jun, I regulate you to eliminate Samuel quickly,” Nangong Qianqiu stated to Yan Jun 

with cold eyes. 

Yan Jun eyed Nangong Qianqiu indifferently and also stated, “I have actually stated that I 

will not interfere in their events.” 

” Yan Jun, you’re the bodyguard of the Hannigan household. Nangong Qianqiu said angrily. 

” The one that caused the Hannigan family members to come under risk is you. Next, let us 

wait and see that is truth emperor of the Hannigan family.” Yan Jun stated. 

Nangong Qianqiu fumed with rage. How could Samuel, such a good-for-nothing, be an 

emperor? 

For so numerous years, what accomplishments did Samuel have? He did not also have the 

ability to be loyal. 

” If you do not kill him, I’ll discover somebody to kill him myself,” Nangong Qianqiu stated 

with gritted teeth. 

” I recommend you to surrender on this idea. You may even have the ability to save Han 

Jun’s life. If you press him into an edge, not just will Han Jun die, you will likewise pass 

away.” After talking, Yan Jun left the area. 

Nangong Qianqiu was so mad that she chuckled. Samuel dared to eliminate her. That was a 

fantasy. 

” Worthless thing. I will never allow you to destroy the Hannigan household.” 

 


